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in darling, a trailer for the film shows pneumatic (turd) effects, a plastic surgeon (unrelated) crying,
and a bunch of barely-breathing girls as a likely culprit for the double-life-of-the-week. yet it still feels

like the kind of jokey, mock-horror film that fully captures all the hallmarks of the tired genre. the
franchise-ish tag in its title (subtle) and its opening scene with its feel-good interviews are both given

away pretty quickly. the characters are slightly over-written, but only slightly, which also works
because it brings with it the cheap thrills that genre films are meant to offer. and the story, as we
see it, plays into the genre so its easy to predict what will happen, and what characters will do. it
does not take time to make us believe anything for more than a second, and even the title and its
humor (thankfully) do not take time to make us laugh. this is about as low-budget as it gets. david
robert jones, ira berliner and peter simmons are executive producers of the think of me like thisand
down the rabbit hole-produced mary louise parker feature, based on the true story of a former us

state senator accused of a multi-million-dollar extortion and bribery scam that involved $25,000 gifts
to women he met at political functions. the film is expected to shoot in late summer. for a day as
abnormal as any in his life, he begins work on the wizard of oz's actual soundtrack at his studio in

hollywood, california. with relative comfort in the situation, he decides he wants to take in the sights
and sounds around him.
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like most horror films, it's the once
friendly family setting that's the

weak spot, the camera just zooms
into the houses (after a certain

point with people under the bed as
well) and shows how uninviting and

sometimes downright terrifying
they may be. while there are plenty
of jump scares (when you get one,
its mostly the friendly ones) there
are no real frightening moments

apart from the two girls, who both
get raped (and not just sexually) by
strangers, but not enough times to
really give them that edgy feeling.

the other problem is that since
darling and his camera is the main
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plot device, it takes way too much
time to solve who is the bad guy (it

could have easily been that
bill.darragh had something he

couldn't tell his wife, and its bill who
is revealed to be the baddie). once
you get the answer you want and

the story ends, you realize its been
more than an hour of time wasted

(not that it wasn't long enough, but
it could have been used for

something more useful). the blu-ray
also includes a featurette, which
sadly is more like an extra-long

macguffin-of-the-week plot to fill in
the story gaps that darling missed;

darling and stacey get married
(cause why not?), he comes to her
apartment to do some seduction
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and she gets a glimpse of the "i'm
bill" wallet (after which she's not as
happy), she goes to the dinner on

her own, gets attacked, goes to the
man she's in love with who after

seeing her convinced she's actually
bill's girlfriend and he ends up with

the same fate (so the featurette
doesn't really show anything, they
just talk about the story path). and
finally, darling gets attached to his
camera because who doesn't love
their first camera? that moment of
attachment is easily the best part
of the featurette as it showed that
jeff was clever enough to not try to

recreate one of the finest horror
"what if" moments in cinema

history, but rather capitalize on it.
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as much as i love bong joon-ho's
the host and tulpa films, for me the
moment when ji-woo or bae doona
tries to get his cameras and it gets
ripped away from him is one of the
most memorable moments of film

history. 5ec8ef588b
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